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        Simple in design, stylish and easy to operate
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        A timeless classic. Real or faux wood options.
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        Versatile and easy to use
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        'Day to Night' blinds filters and softens daylight whilst also offering the option of privacy
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        Perfect Fit

        No drilling or screwing into window frames, blinds slot neatly inside
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        The contemporary alternative to curtains
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        An effective way to increase privacy and security
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        A blind that looks like a curtain
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        Interior shutters that partially cover the window
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        Plantation

        The original wooden interior window shutter
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        Full Height

        Interior shutters that cover the whole window
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        We can create an interior window shutter for any shaped window or door
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        Tier on Tier

        Interior window shutters with two sections that work independently from each other
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        Suitable for interior shutters on doors or larger windows
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            Roller Blinds

          

        
              


	  

	



          

  
		      
        Made-to-Measure Roller Blind Experts

      

    
          
        Manufactured in our warehouse


      

    
    		
			At Absolute Blinds, we offer a wide range of roller blinds that can include many features to add to your comfort, reduce energy consumption, and enhance the aesthetics of your home. Our collection of made-to-measure roller blinds presents a captivating array of designs, ranging from vibrant patterns to understated neutral hues. Each blind serves as a contemporary touch, enriching the aesthetics of your space while providing essential functionality.
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					What are Roller Blinds?

				

                        
					Contemporary and Elegant

				

        				        
				  Roller blinds are a practical and compact window covering that sits neatly against the wall, taking up minimal space. They come in a range of options to suit different lighting needs, from heavier blackout materials to those that allow more natural light. Some roller blinds are even insulated, which can help reduce energy costs. The easy operation of roller blinds allows for complete control over the amount of light and privacy in a room, making them a valuable addition to any living space.

We provide roller blinds in a variety of fabrics, colours, and prints to fit the style of any room in your house. We also include various features, such as fire retardant, moisture-proof, thermal, easy-wipe, and blackout. These blinds provide an elegant simplicity matched with affordability for a sleek and contemporary window solution.

Other benefits of roller blinds include:

	Extensive range of fabrics available, plains, textures, and patterns
	Many blackout fabrics available
	Simple in design, it can be customised with different finishes such as braids, tassels, and bottom bars
	It can be a manual or motorised operation. Voice activation option that can be linked to Alexa
	Moisture resistant fabrics
	Different cassette options that can be fabric covered to match your blind
	Voile roller blinds available


        

        
                			

		

	




          


	
		
						
                              
                
    
    
    
  

					

		
			
        				
					Upgrade to electric roller blinds

				

                        
					with Alexa voice automation

				

        				        
				  Adding a motorised component to your window treatments can boost convenience, efficiency and functionality in any space, and our motorised roller blinds are not only luxurious but affordable too.

        

        
                            
    Find out more
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          Our Customers Say

        

      
      
        Carousel of customer testimonials. Use the Previous and Next buttons to navigate.
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                Absolute Blinds fitted us a Skylight Blind for our orangery. We were very pleased with it, the tradesmen were excellent. We were kept informed during the process from measuring up to placing the order. With updates on fitting date. I would recommend them very professional and pleasant to deal with.

              

              
                Customer in Cambridgeshire
              

            

                      
              
                                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                              

              
                Showroom staff knowledgeable and patient. Fitting team are very quick, tidy and professional but still took time to make sure our electric blinds were properly set up and programmed.

              

              
                Yvonne, Hertfordshire
              

            

                      
              
                                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                                  
                    
                  
                              

              
                Installed blinds throughout our new house around 6 years ago. Very professional job. Had to have a blind motor replaced recently . Speedy, friendly professional job by the same guy who did the original installation (Nigel), I would definitely recommend this company

              

              
                Customer in Hertfordshire
              

            

                  

      


                      
      
                
    Read more reviews on Which? Trusted Traders
  
      
    

  

          
  

	
		
						
                              
                
    
    
    
  

					

		
			
        				
					Why should you choose Absolute Blinds?

				

                        
					Captivating designs, essential functionality

				

        				        
				  At Absolute Blinds, we offer a wide range of roller blinds that can include many features to add to your comfort, reduce energy consumption, and enhance the aesthetics of your home. Our collection of made-to-measure roller blinds presents a captivating array of designs, ranging from vibrant patterns to understated neutral hues. Each blind serves as a contemporary touch, enriching the aesthetics of your space while providing essential functionality.
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			Roller Blind Inspiration

    

		
    
                      
          
                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                    

        

                      
          
                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                      
              

                                      
                
    
    
    
  

                
  
    
    
  


              
            

                    

        

          

  



          

	
		
      
        
                    
            Get in touch


          

                                        
            Take the first step towards transforming your windows with style and functionality with a free consultation. Our experienced team looks forward to hearing from you.

          

                  

        
          Your name *


Email address *


Contact number *


Which products are you interested in?Blinds
Curtains
Shutters
Awnings
Motorised
Outdoor Living Pods





Message


Marketing prefrencesI do not wish to receive offers and home inspiration communications










Contact Us




        

      

		


		
						
                              
                
    
    
    
  

					

	



          

  
          
      Frequently Asked Questions about Roller Blinds

      

        
    
          
        
          	
              Can I get a blackout Roller blind?
              


                
                  
                
              

            
            	
              Yes! We offer a variety of specialised fabrics in our Roller blinds collection that can provide blackout functionality, giving you control over the amount of light entering your home. Using these fabrics can create a calm atmosphere in your bedroom, reduce screen glare, increase privacy, lower outside noise pollution entering your room, and maintain a cooler temperature during the summer months. Blackout blinds don't need to just be black, either. Check out our wide range of colours and materials to accent your home's décor. 

            
	
              Can my Roller blind be motorised?
              


                
                  
                
              

            
            	
              Yes. Our Roller blinds are available with motorisation options that enable remote control operation for your convenience. Electric roller blinds are particularly useful for rooms with multiple windows or larger windows like conservatories, bay windows, or wide doors requiring multiple blinds. With just one remote, you can easily open or close all the blinds at once. Motorisation also offers a great solution for hard-to-reach windows, such as skylight windows or those behind kitchen sinks.

            
	
              Are Roller blinds good for bathrooms?
              


                
                  
                
              

            
            	
              Roller blinds offer a simple way to manage light and privacy in bathrooms. They occupy very little space, enabling you to use the windowsill for storage. Additionally, we provide an array of versatile fabrics that serve a practical purpose and enhance the aesthetic appeal of the space, creating a final finishing touch. You can pick from our range of moisture-resistant fabrics if your window is near your sink or bath and exposed to increased moisture levels.

            
	
              Should my Roller blinds roll over or under?
              


                
                  
                
              

            
            	
              When purchasing roller blinds, you can choose between two fabric directions to suit your needs: reverse roll or standard roll. If you choose the reverse roll option, the roll is hidden when the shade is drawn, while the standard roll option always displays the roll and is closer to the window. The standard roll option reduces light entering from the edges of the blind. So, you can choose whichever option you prefer based on your desired aesthetic and light control needs.

            


        

      
  
      




    
            
            
            
        
        
          
  
    
      
      
                          

                                  
                
    
    
    
  
            
          

                
                    
            Visualise your window blinds

          

                                
              With Augmented Reality by Louvolite

            

                                
              Louvolite now has an app that allows you to visualise our amazing range of fabrics in your home, making it easier to see and choose the right blinds for you!
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